FROM YESTERDAY'S
ANALOG ELECTRONIC

STILL PHOTOGRAPHY TO

TODAY'S DIGITAL

BY JOHN LARISH

When the Sony Mavica™ camera appeared at theChinon, Copal, Fuji, Konica, Minolta, Nikon, Olympus,
beginning of the 1980s, many people thought Panasonic, Pentax, Sanyo, and Vivitar have all either
that they were seeing a digital camera because showed prototypes or actually marketed cameras during
the Sony product used a 2-in. floppy disk. the 1980s. This large number of manufacturers began to
Unfortunately, the analog video signal give credibility to the fact that the electronic image had
depended on the quality of the color television the potential of being the image of the future.
signal and did not meet the expectations of
discerning photographers.
The birth of the digital camera
Right after the introduction of the Sony camera, it The first color digital still camera breakthrough came in
seemed as if every manufactur
1988 with the development of
er in the photo and electronic
the Fujix digital still camera. The
industry said, "We must have
Fujix camera, using internal dig
Snapshot: Larish traces the
one of those in our product
ital conversion and storage, still
line." So everyone followed with
maintained its connection with
an analog product. At the same
the N T S C television system.
time, 35-mm color still photog
While the image was captured
development of digital cameras,
raphy was moving forward
on a video sensor much like we
making major jumps in quality
had seen in the electronic still
both in cameras and films.
cameras before, now the image
was converted immediately in
While Sony was the first
modes of output, and new tech
the camera to digital informa
company to announce a still
tion
and stored on a small mem
video camera, it was Canon
ory card slightly thicker than a
that brought the first camera
nology such as liquid crystals.
standard credit card.
to public availability. The stan
dard for the first Sony and
This memory card, using a
Canon cameras very closely
battery to maintain the digital
matched the performance
information within the card,
standard of VHS tape. Because conventional video tech looked in some ways like the P C M C I A card used in
nology was used, a single frame of information was today's notebook computers. However, it was designed
made up of two interlaced fields. This presented an differently for more frequent moving in and out of the
opportunity to use either 50 fields with some quality camera so that the connecting areas were more durable,
loss or 25 frames composed of 50 interlaced fields on in the eyes of the camera designers, than the PCMCIA
the 2-in. floppy disk recording material.
design.
Consumers' expectations were raised at the time the
The fact that the early camera was closely related to
first electronic still video cameras were being intro the NTSC signal still left us with limited resolution even
duced by what some call the "auto everything" 35-mm though these cameras were digital in much of their
camera. This new generation of cameras took excellent operation. This continued to limit the size of print that
pictures and required very little in the way of photo could be obtained from this first generation digital cam
era, but images produced by the first digital cameras
graphic knowledge.
Electronic still cameras appeared from almost every were superior to the images from the electronic still
major manufacturer of electronics and photographic sup video cameras that preceded them. With the digital con
plies. Canon and Sony would probably be considered the version taking place right in the camera, a significant
leading suppliers with cameras ranging from simple point- amount of electronic noise was eliminated and the
and-shoot to cameras that would take interchangeable result was better photographs.
lenses, external flash units, and a variety of accessories.
The major jump in digital camera design came when
But other companies were not to be left behind in the NTSC-based camera output standard was aban
the developing field of electronic still cameras. Casio, doned. This came with the introduction of the Kodak
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while at the same time increasing the effective exposure
index or speed from the camera for working under lim
ited light conditions.
The drawback of this color filter approach was that
Dyesublimation:Atechniqueofdigitalprintinginwhichdyesina donor sheet
often a color form of aliasing occurred where straight
aredifferentiallyheatedbasedonthecolordepthrequiredfor a pixel and these
lines might not appear straight because even increments
of color were not available along the axis of a line. Other
DYES
ARE
SUBLIMATED
TO
A
RECEVER
SHEET
IN
Linerarraycamera:Usedforfacsimile
machines
and
insome
still of color
artifacts
might include
spots
in digital
solid areas
photocameras.Arowofpictureelementscapturesthe scene information andbecause
is
again there was an unequal application of color
mechanicallymovedovertheviewingplaneinordertodigitally record the scene
information on the sensor. The Bayer filter pattern was a
being photographed. Usually, a tri-color with the red, greeen, and
good
solution and one that is still used today.
blueinformationbeingrecordedthroughthreeindividual linear arrays mounted together.
A number of cameras have been designed specifically
for digital use. In most cases, the cameras are based on
Viewcamera:Acamerathataccommodatesagroundglass for viewing and has
the traditional camera design elements, such as autofo¬
cus systems, automatic flash, automatic exposure deter
adjustmentsthatallowthephotographertomechanicallycorrectheimageplanebyswigsandtiltsofthecameralensandbackcamerapla
mination, all combined with the additional functionali
ty of the digital system. The digital systems have been
DCS™ camera. Shown for the first time in the fall of part of traditional still cameras in L C D displays of
1990, the DCS camera had a sensor designed for still information as to the number of exposures, the status of
photography with more than 1.3 million pixels as com the camera, and many of the other functions.
pared to the average 380,000-400,000 pixels of the pre
Most uses of digital photography in commercial,
vious electronic still and early digital cameras. portrait, industrial, or editorial studios have been in the
Resolution dramatically improved with images pro form of camera backs that replace the normal film hold
duced by the DCS camera.
ing camera mechanism with a digital image capture
Even the body of the first digital camera from Kodak device. This applies to both 35-mm, 21/4-in.,and view
was unique since the company decided to use a standard cameras that normally use sheet film.
Nikon camera body and build an adapter back that
Until very recently, the backs usually employed a sen
replaced the film pressure plate of the original camera. sor that was smaller than the camera's film plane. For
Added to that was a magnetic hard drive for storing example, 35-mm digital film backs used sensors that
images, an LCD screen for editing, and even the poten were approximately half the size of the original 35-mm
tial of a built-in modem for sending the images to other film frame. This meant that the coverage of the sensor
locations.
by a 50-mm lens was really the equivalent of a 100-mm
Suddenly there was a digital camera that worked with lens. While this was an extraordinarily good benefit for
existing electronic flash units, provided higher resolu a sports photographer who could now photograph sub
tion, and allowed the photographer already using Nikon jects with a 500-mm lens that previously required a
1,000-mm lens, for wide angle photography, it severely
equipment to make use of all his or her existing lenses.
It would be a disservice not to mention the Dycam™ limited the capability of existing lenses to provide the
digital camera (also known as the Fotoman from wide angle coverage that photographers previously
Logitech). The original Dycam was a black-and-white achieved.
camera with a resolution below NTSC. It was a true dig
Digital backs for view cameras provided an equal
ital camera that could be plugged directly into a stand challenge since the smaller image on ground glass
that moved the images to a computer and recharged the required greater care when adjusting the camera to cor
camera batteries. The early results of the Dycam™ cam rect vertical lines, depth of field, and other attributes.
era were moderate in quality but continuing work has This additional care has not proven to be a major prob
brought the Dycam™ to a respectable quality level for lem for camera users whose efforts were more than
some applications.
rewarded by the instant availability of images without
After the first Fujix digital still camera was released, a any processing and were ready for use in publications.
number of other manufacturers quickly entered their
Another type of digital camera is the aperture cam
versions of the NTSC-based digital camera. Toshiba era. It might best be compared to a camera that pro
joined forces with Fuji to produce another model digital duces a series of tiled images that are placed together
camera that resembled traditional 35-mm cameras. side by side to form a composite image of very high res
Olympus, Ricoh, Chinon, Konica, and Minolta were all olution. The aperture camera was developed several
examples of prototype cameras that were feeling out a years ago because very high resolution sensors were
market that had not yet developed.
unavailable at that time. Some inexpensive aperture
The early digital cameras, such as the Kodak DCS™ cameras have been produced, but for high quality at
camera, were still not perfect solutions for competing least one major camera originally intended for medical
fully with traditional film. The images from the Kodak applications has found its way into the commercial pho
camera, for example, were made with a sensor using a tography market.
Bayer filter pattern with two green picture elements for
The same considerations for lighting and exposure
every red and blue picture element. This provided the must be made for aperture cameras as for linear array
greatest amount of definition or sharpness for the image cameras in that the lighting must be uniform through
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the entire exposure and the camera must be very stable
to prevent camera movement. The quality of the images
produced has been very high.
Significant challenges
Digital camera quality may be the most significant
problem that needed solution. Many paths have been
taken to provide that solution. One approach involved
multiple exposure cameras in which three separate
exposures are made, much like the one-shot color film
cameras of several generations ago.
Another solution was the use of the linear array cam
eras. Several versions of these cameras have produced
high resolution image files that allowed the production
of poster-size images or full or double page color illus
trations.
The greatest hurdle for digital cameras has been
acceptance by commercial buyers of photography and
the reluctance of some people to accept the fact that
digital photography really works. The productivity and
quality gains of digital photography has many skeptics.
Image output
Digital photographs are output today on several differ
ent forms of printers. Once the only color output was
the thermal wax printer. Today, the host of printers
includes dye sublimation, inkjet, and electrophoto
graphic printers as well as several iterations of printers
that use traditional color photographic paper as their
output media from digital sources. These printers offer
a range of pricing as well as qualities that begin to
approach the high quality demands of the photo-realis
tic print.
Dye sublimation printers today are available in sizes
from snapshots to 11 X 17 in. Not only is the size larger,
but the image stability of dye-sub prints from several
manufacturers has improved because of better dyes or
protective overcoatings.
Inkjet printers have also improved as have the sup
port media used for print output. Hertz-effect printers
have for several years offered high quality results. Today,
desktop printers have also dramatically improved.
Photo-realistic prints are readily available at low prices.
Considerable effort has also been expended in mak
ing printing papers that accept inks better and con
tribute to the photo realistic look of the finished prints.
These same developments in inkjet specific papers can
be expected to affect electrophotographic printers as
well.
Traditional color photographic paper has also
become a medium for digital output. Fiber optic CRT
printers, lasers, and digital light processing technologies
are all being used to provide high-quality prints from
digital files on traditional photographic films and
papers.
What's in the digital future?
Today's digital cameras are a great deal different from
those we first saw in 1988. For the most part, image
quality is better, because a variety of camera backs are
offered for existing cameras and digital-specific cameras
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are better designed. Supporting digital photographic
software also allows us to do much more with digital
photographs than before.
As we look back and look ahead, we realize that we
are only at the beginning of the digital photography era.
In a recent presentation to a major corporate R & D
organization, Charles Geschenke, co-founder of Adobe,
told the group that by the year 2000 he expected to see
half of the people in the room using digital still cam
eras. Some of us may think that Geschenke is just a little
ahead of his time, but not by much. New developments
that we see each day will bring the era of digital photog
raphy closer and closer.
Today's digital cameras still have some limits in capa
bilities. Some digital cameras or backs are only able to
photograph still objects, not motion. Resolution, partic
ularly for low-end cameras, is limited and the cost of
some high-end cameras in prohibitive.
Yet, pragmatically, the quality of images produced by
digital cameras making three separate exposures has
been very good. The images, in many cases, are as good
or better than those made with conventional film.
A shortcoming of these same digital cameras, which
require long exposures, is that they are not adequate for
model photography. The color filter array cameras, with
color filters as an integral part of the camera CCD sen
sor, are used today for photography with motion. But

these cameras also create artifacts because the color fil
ters produce gaps in the recorded image.
With the advent of new technology such as the use of
liquid crystal shutter that make three separate exporsures
almost in an instant will allow action photography. This
type of technology will make new opportunities in the
digital camera field. The initial cameras produced with
this technology will be costly, but, like all new technolo
gy, we can expect the costs to continuously drop.
This year can be the year of the digital camera for the
amateur consumer. A number of new consumer-aimed
digital cameras have appeared at lower prices than ever
before. Certainly with the dramatic advances in tradi
tional cameras and photo emulsions, these new digital
cameras will not be a direct replacement of traditional
photography. The likely scenario is that we will see the
recreational use of the digital camera. Linked with a
home computer or new set-top television box, the new
digital cameras and new color printers will be used for
home color photo printing at reasonable prices.
This transition to digital cameras comes almost 100
years after the entry of flexible film, which replaced the
glass plate in the late 1800s.
John Larish is a principal in Jonrel Imaging Consultants, specializing in
product development and consulting in electronic imaging and hybrid sys
tems and co-publisher of Electronic Photography News. Prior to this, he
worked at Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., for 15 years.
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